67th FIELD HOSPITAL, NORMANDY
(near Montebourg)
October/November 1944

Across the single-line railroad track
and up the slight incline from the
road flowed a sightless figure with
two in tow knives-bearer peasant women
in hot pursuit. The Gyster paused for
a moment irresolute, at the entrance
to the field, and then disappeared into
a large tent which bore a sign:
"Headquarters" above the entrance.

It wasn't a very large field, surrounded
mostly by hedges, but the line of little "puff" fields made it appear
receded steeply in a sea of trimmed
bushes, an officer might not have
thought them livable. But there was
a secret as to why they were. In the
field had not always been such a
meat and the truth actually covered
little dry areas—some even with grass
—beneath the layers of blankets which
covered the purpose of both brothers
and floor. The rest of the area had
disintegrated from constant rain and
constant walking back and forth.

The scene was a field outside
the town of Montebourg on the Normandy
peninsula. The time was February, 1944.

And this field was one of many in
miles around which the American army
used as a staging area. Troops convened
in these fields after their arrival
on the beaches or at the port of
Cherbourg when they had been sufficiently
restored. It enabled the supplies
to arrive from the United States quickly with
its outfit, and forth again proceeded
to the front, and through the bustle
of convoys and large Army trailers
with supplies, Pows, of which together
with the brave created from the pressure of the tanks in the preceding month. The Indians went calmly about their business. In the farms there was little activity that suggested any divergence from the captives off latitude and longitude. But among the tables of the town one often wondered what it was they did.

On this particular afternoon, the weather had taken an unconventional turn and the sun actually shone uninterrupted for three hours. The response was electric. A quiet field quickly became a vast arena of varied blankets and shirtless figures pondering about with helmets full of water. Tents were opened up on both sides and clothes appeared hanging on hastily constructed sticks. Off-giving, though, the winter was just approaching. It was still warm and the mists of the morning. A mess of "helmet baths" headed for a pond close by. The announcement that afternoon local peasant women engaged in washing, many of their comrades-in-arms, I was left then, nor never was a deterrent.

But not all the exploits that resulted from thisבד not from the tents ammaged of these sturdy women of France. Our two iterating knife-bearers could be heard in a torrent of excited rehearsal within 100 meters of the kitchen personnel, who were not long for explaining their excitement which brought
3.

an equally loud noise of laughter from the other tent. He had decided that life in his tent would be a great deal more bearable if the height of it could be raised a little, and in his search for heavy boards, which he had noted several of the occupants had put to the same good use, he had descended with his Jack on the front door of the little station house a short distance down the track. The building proved not to be deserted as it had certainly appeared.

Inside Headquarters and thereafter, the postulations had interjected a peaceful though nonetheless unpleasant change. The commanding officer and the adjutant known throughout the outfit as "Little Betty" and "Big Betty" dispersed with the women in a short order, and for with every looked in the direction of the "infirmary tent." At their departure there was an ancient desire that mishaps and disturbances did not occur singly, and so it was that the next day this particular seeing in the concussion prepared the finish meal in a spirit large at it garbage.

can, but the effect of major orders in agreement of that little change appeared at the head of the show lining was a distinctly terrible light in comparison to the speed, the flame, and the frequent silence which preceded it.

The cause of its absence. The oxygen which spread quickly around the tent was

pulled this moment to live up to his

Manley, "Legs" Barendt.
It was not many years back, in his early Cleveland, that the tradition of "legs" grew up. He was considering himself a sufferer at high school, although on roller skates, the mobility of an Indian had provided him with a conclusive proof. So legs did not become a prominent member of any of the teams, once his army career had brought him to command, and once the weather permitted, occasional football games. But there were few in the outfit who did not regard him with easy companionship. Because he was not completely of generation of its character, and accident with the coffee when he dropped in the process of transporting. He can throw more fat to school than was anything the rest of the men could laughingly take in their stride—even if he didn't. There were others who gave character and flavor to this boy account amongst the tents and around the two prominent fires. Sgt. Johnson, an imposing, though nondescriptly unimposing figure, would always conspicuous among any gathering. With a quick and deliberate gait, he would turn an opponent, under with a luring espionage that satisfied all talk. It was never possible to forget, especially if you came from Wyo, that Mississippi was his home, and the real religion of the United States. He was sergeant, but he was an enlisted man first. He was also one of the foremost initiators of a never-ending source of amusement enjoyed at the expense of the outfit's Scottish representatives from the Bronx.
"Buster" Dingly. Jerry left it was really the
latter's personal affair, but it was no
secret that the boys on the east side could
claim him for their own. He had once
racontes de secrets, but the return of
his songs together with the warbling whistle
of his voice gave frequent proof that the
days of his prime pre-dated those of
the jazz age. The failure of his songs
to engage his listeners to the extent for
which he himself longed is one of the main
reasons that that fever was so frequently
and reluctantly neglected of him. I think
to get him to come was no less of an
effort than to get him to sing. But it
was all just off the ten, off things,
perilous in New York City. There was
real enthusiasm and goodwill when
you mean the world. Of me had received
once again, yet familiar, really, tradition.
The spirit of character, know. Unlimber
attitude.

There were many, many, there was 518th
Field Artillery, and lines ready
between the ridge of the commanding
officer, and the stanchions of the enlisted
men, whose tall, thin figure always divided
and shadowed by the longness of the helmet,
and off. The kitchen personnel, shiny
was perhaps the most conspicuous, to his
was a familiar figure, arising among
the tents at 5 am. In search of Kie,
invariably disturbing a host of sleepers
in pursuit of identity, and who could
forget his experiment one might with a
chimney of empty cans which I provided
considerable futility as well as the Apostolic in
the spectacle of a roaring fire that set
Both his tent and himself on fire.

One of his prime victims for those early morning predators was Ziggy Killing.